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Contact Agent!

ITS ADDRESSED:Anuj from Area Specialist is proud to present to you Lot 1507 Benaud Boulevard, Rockbank.Welcome to

your ideal real estate investment in Rockbank, offering unparalleled convenience and accessibility. Situated just moments

away from the bustling Rockbank train station, this property boasts seamless connectivity to Melbourne CBD and

surrounding suburbs, making daily commuting a breeze.Families will appreciate the proximity to reputable schools,

ensuring quality education options for children of all ages. With schools within easy reach, parents can enjoy peace of

mind knowing that their children's educational needs are well catered for.Convenience is key with this property, as it is

strategically located close to a variety of shops, including supermarkets, cafes, and retail outlets. Whether you're running

errands or indulging in a leisurely shopping spree, everything you need is just a short distance away.For those who value

easy access to major transportation routes, this property offers the perfect solution. With the Western Freeway nearby,

residents enjoy swift connections to various destinations, whether for work or leisure.Don't miss out on this rare

opportunity to secure a property that ticks all the boxes in terms of location, convenience, and lifestyle. Enquire now to

arrange a viewing and take the first step towards making this property your own!Property Highlights:- Close proximity to

Rockbank train station for easy commuting- Reputable schools within reach for families- Convenient access to shops,

supermarkets, and cafes- Easy connection to the Western Freeway for swift travel- Ideal for those seeking a convenient

and connected lifestyleFor More Information, Please ContactAnuj on 0430 505 161Our signs are everywhere... For more

Real Estate in Rockbacnk, please contact your Area Specialist.Note: Every care has been taken to verify the accuracy of

the details in this advertisement; however, we cannot guarantee its correctness. Prospective purchasers are requested to

take such action as is necessary to satisfy themselves with any pertinent matters.


